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Crain’s Chicago Business named Managing Partner Andrew Goldberg to

its 2021 Notable Gen X Leaders in Accounting, Consulting and Law list.

As Managing Partner of Laner Muchin, Andy has made a significant impact

throughout all levels of the firm. While serving as chair of the firm’s Mentor

Program, he mentored countless attorneys and worked to create a safe

space in the firm for questions and concerns in order to encourage his

peers’ personal and professional development.

In addition, Andy serves as an active leader of Laner Muchin’s diversity,

equity and inclusion efforts. He advocates for education on and the

observance of events such as Juneteenth, LGBTQ+ History Month and

International Women’s Day and works to provide support and resources for

minority groups within the firm.

Andy has helped clients keep their workforces on the job and working

during challenging times, including the 2008 financial crisis and the

COVID-19 pandemic. By developing tailored strategies to resolve complex

employee relations issues, Andy provides his clients with the individual

attention that best suits their legal needs.

The Notable Gen X Leaders in Accounting, Consulting and Law list is

reserved for professionals born between 1964-1979 that stand out for their

remarkable career achievements and contributions within Chicagoland.

Those selected for the award demonstrate a commitment to strengthening

their communities through advocating for charitable causes, mentoring
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young professionals and promoting diversity and inclusion within their respective industries and beyond.

Read more about Andy and others on the Notable Gen X Leaders in Accounting, Consulting and Law list

here.

Firm Profile: Laner Muchin, Ltd. concentrates in the representation of employers in labor relations,

employment litigation, employee benefits and business immigration matters. The firm provides legal

services to clients from coast to coast.
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